Australians have been modifying and personalizing their vehicles for nearly as long as enthusiasts have in the United States. Though it’s 8,000 miles from Melbourne to Los Angeles, Australia has long been an important export market for U.S. firms and remains so to this date.

In a December 2018 SEMA survey of U.S.-based manufacturer members, Australia was the number-two export market for U.S. companies, trailing only Canada.

Seventeen companies representing a diverse number of products traveled with SEMA to Australia in May to learn more about the market and to develop or strengthen distribution there. In addition to exhibiting at the MotorEx show, the delegation participated in a number of briefings on the Australian market, including one with top trade buyers and another by U.S. government officials from Washington. The lively sessions covered the various specialty-equipment niches ranging from off-road to drag racing and showcased trends, opportunities and obstacles.

A few of the topics discussed included the strong niche demand for brands and models available in the United States, such as the new Mustang, the JL Wrangler and fullsize pickups. Also discussed were the differences in design and engine displacements in vehicles with the same name between the two markets, such as the Ford Ranger.

While U.S. products for Mustangs, Jeeps and fullsize pickups are in strong demand, an increasing number of U.S. manufacturers are growing their market share by also producing products for vehicles popularly sold in Australia but not available in the United States, such as the Toyota HiLux and Mitsubishi L200/Triton.

Over the past 10 years, SEMA, in partnership with the U.S. government, has made available a number of those vehicles, including the HiLux, L200, Nissan Patrol Y61 and Australian-spec Ford Ranger. Nearly 300 SEMA-member companies have borrowed the trucks in order to make export-ready product for Australia and other international markets.

Certain products, such as wiring harnesses and engine brackets, need to be retooled because Australia is one of 75 countries in the world with right-hand drive. Trade buyers at MotorEx also discussed the higher proportion of vehicles that are powered by diesel rather than gasoline engines. For example, half of all SUVs and utes (pickups) in Australia have diesel-equipped engines. The Australian resellers noted that Jeep Cherokees are more likely to be diesel-powered, as is the case for the fullsize pickups sold in Australia. But there are exceptions. For example, the RAM is typically gasoline-powered, as is the Jeep Wrangler.

The accompanying photos and captions offer insights into the 2019 Australia Business Development Melbourne trip.
The SEMA trip to Australia was once more a great success for Borla,” said Josh Abbott (center), global sales manager for Borla Performance Industries Inc. “This was our fourth time with the U.S. delegation, and the program exceeded our expectations every year. There is certainly a need in the marketplace for high-quality, genuine U.S.-made products. Despite the fact that there is no car manufacturing in Australia anymore, the country’s automotive aftermarket parts distribution is witnessing steady growth. Australia is hosting some of the leading aftermarket manufacturers and original equipment suppliers, which are continuously on the lookout for establishing their mark in the region’s aftermarket space. The market is in the mature stage of its cycle, where revenue growth has been plateauing. There are great opportunities for those who are willing to invest money and time to learn about the market and approach it with an open mind. We will most definitely participating in the SEMA trip again next time.”

To take advantage of the array of resources and programs that can assist SEMA members in growing their global sales, including upcoming trips and the international vehicle measuring program, contact Linda Spencer at lindas@sema.org.

Edward Hamburger (left) president of Specialty Vehicle Engineering Inc./DBA Hamburger’s Superchargers Inc., met with buyers at the event. “Exhibiting with SEMA at MotorEx in Australia was instrumental for Hamburgers Superchargers to open new vendor channels in a unique market,” said David Hamburger (second left), the company’s vice president. “I strongly recommend that all SEMA members who want to grow their businesses take a look at SEMA’s international programs.”
Iowa-based Dee Zee Inc.—a manufacturer of running boards, toolboxes and step bars, among other products—has traveled to Australia with SEMA several times; this year represented by Jason Mrachina (center), vice president of sales. “The SEMA trip to Melbourne gave Dee Zee a unique opportunity to talk with a variety of customers at every stage of the distribution channel,” noted Mrachina. “While at the MotorEx Show, we were able to match with several viable jobber/distributors for the Australia market. It would be much more difficult, if not impossible, for us to make these connections on our own.”

Dynocom was one of 17 companies exhibiting in this year’s SEMA section in turnkey booths at the Melbourne-based MotorEx show. Vice President of Export Sales Andy Lamus (center) met with buyers. “The Australian trip for Dynocom was an incredible experience,” said Lamus. “We were able to get a good understanding of the local market—both by visiting specific shops around the Melbourne area and the interaction with visitors to our booth at the MotorEx show, which resulted in sales down under for us and a new opportunity for the growth of our company. Thanks, SEMA!”

Ramon Barrios (left), international sales manager for Go Rhino, participated in the 2019 SEMA Australia trip for the manufacturer of products for Jeeps, trucks and SUVs. “As in the United States, Australians love to go off-roading and have plenty of land to do so in a country the size of the United States but with a population of under 25 million,” noted Barrios. “Thanks again to SEMA for the good show in Australia and the opportunity to allow us to explore new business in other continents. [We are pictured] here with our new distributor in New Zealand.”

“Professional, profitable and enjoyable are three words I would use to describe the SEMA Australian showcase,” said James McMullan (left), operations manager for Kelford Cams. “This extremely well-organized event not only gave me the chance to be face-to-face with the right types of new clients but also to catch up with old friends. I gained valuable insights into the Australian market but also gathered new contacts, alliances and friendships with genuinely passionate industry innovators. If you are considering attending one of the SEMA showcases like this one, I would recommend just doing it. Victory loves preparation, and the SEMA team definitely put the hard work in and set us up to succeed.”

“As a company that has sold to Australia for many years, we took part in the SEMA Australia trip thinking we knew the market,” said Robert Scheid (right) director of business development for McLeod Racing LLC. “After our trip with SEMA, we realized that not only didn’t we know the current customers we had as well as we should, but we also didn’t have a grasp on the market at all. Now we have a firm game plan and have already opened new distribution directly resulting from our visit with SEMA. That is why we do these trips and recommend participation to any SEMA company wanting to export their products.”

“SEMA’s international trade programs provide distributors and manufacturers with excellent opportunities to engage with industry professionals and enthusiasts in markets such as Australia and around the world,” said Darren Lane (left), export sales manager for Motor-State Distributing. “That allows companies like ours to have real face-to-face interactions with current and potential customers that we might otherwise never meet.”

“SEMA’s international trade programs provide distributors and manufacturers with excellent opportunities to engage with industry professionals and enthusiasts in markets such as Australia and around the world,” said Darren Lane (left), export sales manager for Motor-State Distributing. “That allows companies like ours to have real face-to-face interactions with current and potential customers that we might otherwise never meet.”

Consul General Michael Kleine (right) of the U.S. Consulate in Melbourne visited the SEMA section and met with the SEMA companies. Here, he learned about RACE-GAS products from the company’s president and COO, Mark Link (center), and its CEO, Daniel Muldowney (left). Elizabeth Couch, International Economist Office of Transportation & Machinery/Automotive Team from the Department of Commerce’s headquarters and Duncan Archibald, Commercial Specialist U.S. Consulate General, Sydney, spent the week with the SEMA delegation meeting one-on-one with the U.S. companies and providing a briefing on the Australian market.
Dave Beecham (left), OBD Solutions director of business development, and Thomas Myroniak (second left), director of marketing, talked with buyers interested in learning more about the company’s board diagnostics tools. The company traveled with SEMA for the first time in 2019, participating in the March SEMA Middle East trip in Abu Dhabi before joining the delegation to Australia in May. “Our participation in the Australia and MotorEx Show allowed us to connect with key performance and off-road buyers in the region, as well as learn about market-specific needs, challenges and expectations,” said Myroniak. “Like the other SEMA international events, this program helped us uncover opportunities and build relationships we would not have on our own.”

SEMA CEO and President Chris Kersting (left) and SEMA Chairman of the Board Tim Martin (right), chatted with Dee Zee’s Mrachina during the SEMA Australia trip. “Australia has proven to be a desirable country for the automotive aftermarket,” observed Kersting. “With nearly 20 companies participating in our fourth trip to Australia, members exhibited at the region’s leading industry show and met with new buyers. We’re pleased to see members expanding their markets in a country that provides our industry with such great opportunities.”

“Considering that this was our second trip to Australia and the MotorEx show, we had an idea of what to expect and were able to focus on solidifying our relationships with the local businesses to promote future sales,” said Yury Lyalko (left), president of Wiring Specialties LLC, who attended the event with Vadim Belegorodsky (second left), the company’s vice president of product development. “Once again, the SEMA international team did a phenomenal job of organizing meetings with pre-qualified buyers, shop trips and introductions that help bridge the gap between the U.S. companies and Australian buyers. Bringing the SEMA name to the trade table helps establish the credibility behind the companies involved on both sides. That arrangement simply does not exist outside the events Linda Spencer and her team put together. I hope we can continue to grow our presence in Australia and other world markets through these international events in years to come.”

The SEMA Business Development Program provides an opportunity for companies to travel to the market for the first time and have the ability to concentrate on developing or growing their buyer network. SEMA arranges the opportunity for participating companies to meet with pre-qualified trade buyers in both the show and in more informal settings. SEMA also handles hotel arrangements and meals, panel discussions and tours of installers, distributors and retailers—allowing U.S. firms to focus on developing business. Louis Floquet (center) and Vernon Dinkel (right) attended the event on behalf of Crower Cams. It was the company’s first overseas trip to Australia.

Road Armor was represented in Australia by Chris Faustmann (second left), director of engineering, and Brandon Varn, (second right), director of marketing.